
Feng Shui with Interior Design  :  GIVE > VALUE AND FLOW WITH FENG SHUI
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How does my feng shui consultation and partnership create 

more value, harmony, and balance, for and with your interior 

design vision? It creates clear and smooth flow for the space 

you are transforming and the client you are serving.

The most important aspect of your interior design business 

is your client. They call you because they see great value in 

your expertise to get them from “where they are to where they 

want to be”, trusting you with THEIR most important asset, 

their home or business space. Do they want more reflection 

of “who” they are and greater comfort and alignment with their 

space? Yes!

As an interior designer you are the agent of change for your 

client…you navigate them into the “new”, a shift of style, 

comfort, and balance. Feng shui is a great tool to use to 

facilitate that shift for you and your client. AND, with Black Hat 

Feng Shui…it can all be “invisible” in your designed space. 

An interior designer’s   

“best friend” whose purpose  

 is to help and not compete 

with you and your client’s dream.

Continue for more...
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Use feng shui to give you solutions to BOTH clear up the existing space’s energy or “chi”, as well as help 
move new energy to transform their environment into balance and flow. “Natural energy” that helps in the 
construction, presentation, and actualization of your ideas and plans. With your proposed vision of color 
and all design elements, you are creating new looks and realities for your clients…. you can also attract 
and realize more clarity, well being, love, balance, comfort, and support for you and your clients with feng 
shui treatments. You are creating major shifts / change for your client; get them comfortable with this flow 
by partnering with feng shui. “Shift happens” and it WILL…now what?

Feng shui is used before, during, as well as after your plans become in place:
1. Before: Clear out, clean up and move the energy around into a positive place at your client’s space.
 Plan: Get the energetic “map” of the area you are going to be working in with it’s flow of color, shape,  
  element and even “number” so your suggestions will have the power of what is already in an 
  environment to succeed your designs. Get your plans and your client’s wishes to flow more smoothly,  
    speak the same “language” with feng shui principles.
2. During: Placement, color, shape, materials all can be put under the Feng Shui magnifying glass to help
   the positive flow of comfort and expression as materials are approved and delivered. Use feng shui as  
     your “comfort” and “flow” touchstone as you are in progress!
3. After: Finishing is great…is everything in an environment “talking” to each other, creating the emotional 
     zone you had planned? Do a final “checks and balance” of flow after all is in place. Plus, there have been 
    many suppliers, workers, delivery folks working with you. Time to clean up any “extra” energy that is  
    left after completion. Clean it up for final use with refreshing cures of feng shui intent and final “check”!
4. Follow up…keeping in touch: feng shui can be used as a great resource to keep in touch and keep you 
    on your client’s radar. Doing a follow up needs assessment of “how are things” flowing with your new 
     efforts can create comfort and loyalty for your client, referrals and more business for you.

Just like what you offer, my services are all custom…give me a call to discuss a plan, outline on what you 
need for your client, your plans and your business flow. 

Example of the “How “of my help…
I work from your plan, your goals, your client’s needs and space configurations. We talk about what it is 
you are changing, renewing…where and how is a “shift” happening. Next, we spend some time finding 
out what the environment needs to feel like, who and what will be in the space…people, animals, things. 
Are there comfortable or uncomfortable areas in either home or business? What is it that you wish to bring 
into the space with design, and the end result for your clients from color, shapes, materials, objects, to 
textures and art? I give you an outline to fill out to help you with these goals so I can partner with space, color, 
number, element, and shape considerations for you.
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Steps to making positive change:
A STANDARD “FIRST VISIT”…BALANCING THE 9 LIFE SPACES / LOOKING AT DESIGN PLANS
1. A questionnaire will be given to you to find and express existing likes and dislikes, and new plans clearly. 
 After I receive your answers, we discuss, agree on goals and needs, then on to step 2.
2. I will need a rough drawing of your floor plan or spaces along with your design plans for the space.
3. We review this plan and find where the strengths and challenges are within the plans or space. The plans 
 you provide now become your guide or map to the strong energies already in the space and your design  
 plans.  This sketched floor plan will be filled in showing the Bagua’s 9 life spaces or guas and will be left  
 with you (along with some session notes) as a reminder for future work and help with “chi”!
4. Next step is for me to come to the space and together we first clear and clean the space, then activate, 
 move, assist beneficial energy into and around your environment. The length of time on site is custom  
 and is discussed before my arrival so you and I can both plan our time efficiently.
5. After the feng shui colors and cures are put into place, the space is blessed and we close our session.
 My payment is then put into 2 red envelopes: my fee for feng shui in one red envelope and a 2nd a red 
 envelope which expresses unconditional gratitude is given.

The above steps are given as an example of putting down balance in the entire space or home (business) 
for your client and can happen before, or after you complete your project. Best to “clean” an environment 
before you begin, get advice on the space you are changing during your planning to match up harmonious 
elements, and then after to seal and harmonize your work. 

Each situation is custom; each need is unique in every way. This is a great gift of peace, harmony and 
balance for your client and you!

Attached are examples of a floor plan, its rough divisions into the 9 life spaces or guas of the feng shui 
Bagua, and the Bagua (energy map!). 

I look forward to partnering with you and creating infinite energetic possibilities; the “more” you will be 
able to give your client. Please give me a call to discuss, plan, and ignite some good positive feng shui 
movement for your business…”shift” into change, become and be greater in all you do and give!



Leave behind “Bagua Map” (for full home or room): ideas for each gua according to unique needs
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Example of full floor plan leave behind with Bagua division with “weakness” areas noted 
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